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Seeing Is Believing   
Case Studies Show How New DMS Software Boosts Productivity in Wide Array of Law Firms 

 
Question:  What do a 50 attorney IP law firm, a full-service real estate firm, and a multi-state business 
and litigation firm have in common?   

 

Answer:  

• All needed document management technology that worked in their unique environments, 

• None wanted a product that required attorneys to change how they work, 

• And, every one experienced the productivity leap of putting 100% of their firm-wide 

information at their fingertips.  
 

Sound too good to be true?  Not anymore because now there’s MetaJure—the first SMART document 

management system.  

 

Finally, A DMS That’s Easy and Complete 

MetaJure is the first new approach to document management since the category was invented.   

MetaJure stands the traditional DMS model on its head by automatically finding and collecting 100% 

of the documents and email in your organization--instead of making users put them there.  Gone are 

the time-consuming, manual tasks of tagging and uploading that are the bane of traditional DMS 

products. 
 

Best of all is the next generation technical architecture of the MetaJure product: 

• No data conversions 

• No manual uploading or tagging 

• Typical firm-wide install takes 3-4 hours 

• Familiar Google-like interface requires little or no user training 

 

Three Law Firms Experience Easy Implementation and Realize Value from Day One 

As the following three firms found, MetaJure’s flexible architecture adapts to the structure of your 

systems -- not the other way around.  So it adds value on Day One.  In each case, launching MetaJure 

was easy, and its powerful search engine and robust and customizable sharing controls provided the 

features that each firm needed.   

• A 50-attorney IP law firm in Texas had more than 3.2 million stored emails and 
documents.  Almost 80% resided on individual PCs, the rest on a single file share.  A few 
paralegals kept thousands of patents and other IP documents on their PCs, which meant the 

lawyers completely depended on their paralegals to find and share these key documents.  The 

firm installed MetaJure to address this bottleneck. Because there was no data conversion, the 

lawyers and staff began using MetaJure immediately. MetaJure accommodated their email 

structure and immediately boosted efficiency.  Best of all, it allowed the attorneys to access 

the information they needed without interrupting their workflow. 
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• A full-service business and real estate firm with almost 90 attorneys and staff in 
Washington had over 4 million emails and documents. Email communications are critical 
for their fast-paced practice.  57% of their information was stored on individual PCs, and the 

remaining 43% was in Worldox®.  The firm needed a system that could work alongside 

Worldox®, allow attorneys and staff to easily find documents and other electronic files, and 

manage the ever expanding number of emails.  Key to getting MetaJure installed was the fast 

implementation.  Lawyers and staff began using MetaJure immediately.  Today, the firm uses 

MetaJure to locate documents regardless of which system they reside in.  Plus, attorneys can 

find and manage their email as the volume grows. 

 

• A full-service business and litigation law firm with offices in two states had separate 
servers for each office.  This meant that lawyers and staff in one office couldn’t easily access 
the information in the other office.  Although the firm had one file share, 73% of their emails 

and documents were stored on individual PCs. They wanted a system that supported cross-

office sharing, as well as one that would allow them to find and manage their growing base of 

emails.  MetaJure handled the implementation and roll out to all offices remotely, with a 

minimum of assistance from their small dedicated IT staff.  With no need to come to 

agreement on a single filing structure, no need for data conversion, and minimal user training, 

cross-office collaboration is now the norm at this firm.  Email is automatically indexed and 

searchable. 

 

All of these firms implemented MetaJure without significant time or expense, and without the risk that 

their existing systems or data would be affected.  And they experienced the productivity boost of a 

comprehensive DMS that encompasses 100% of their emails and documents. 

 
What Can Next Generation DMS Do for Your Firm?  

Experience for yourself and your firm what the next generation of DMS software can do for your firm.   

 
 

Contact MetaJure for more information and a demo: 

sales@metajure.com  |   Tel: 206.812.8750  |  info@metajure.com 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


